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Abstract
Due to the inherent genericity of graph-based representations, and thanks to the improvement of computer
capacities, structural representations have become more and more popular in the field of Pattern Recognition
(PR). In a graph-based representation, vertices and their attributes describe objects (or part of them) while edges
represent interrelationships between the objects. Representing objects by graphs turns the problem of object
comparison into graph matching (GM) where correspondences between vertices and edges of two graphs have
to be found [14].
In the domain of GM, over the last decade, Graph Edit Distance (GED) has been given a specific attention
due to its flexibility to match many types of graphs [2]. GED has been applied to a wide range of specific appli-
cations from molecule recognition to image classification [9]. Researchers have shed light on the approximate
methods that can find suboptimal solutions hopefully close to the optimal ones but the gap between optimal and
suboptimal solutions has not been deeply studied yet.
Roughly speaking, two main families of GM have been found in the literature: exact and error-tolerant GM.
In this thesis, we propose adding a new GM family, called anytime GM. In order to demonstrate the benefit
of having such a family, a new optimized GED algorithm which is based on depth-first search is put forward.
This algorithm, referred to as DF, speeds up the computations of GED thanks to its upper and lower bounds’
pruning strategy and its preprocessing step. Moreover, DF does not exhaust memory as the number of pending
tree search nodes is relatively small thanks to the depth-first search where the number of pending nodes, or
so-called partial edit paths, is |V1|.|V2| in the worst case where |V1| and |V2| are the numbers of vertices in G1
and G2, respectively. Accordingly, DF outperforms the best-first GED algorithm (A∗) [11] in terms of speed,
precision and classification rates. DF is able to provide not only one solution but successive solutions for a
better and better quality according to available resources. The anytime version of DF, denoted by ADF, is able
to find an initial, possibly suboptimal, solution quickly, keep it in the memory and then continue searching for
improved solutions until the convergence to a provably optimal solution. The simplicity of the approach makes
it very easy to use; it is also widely applicable. It can be used not only when an optimal solution is desired, but
also when we want to see the evolution of the quality of the suboptimal solutions found at each time t. Generally
speaking, Anytime GM provides an attractive approach to challenging GM problems, especially when the time
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and memory available to compare graphs are limited or uncertain and when we are interested in improving the
best solution found so far [17, 6].
This thesis is also considered as a first attempt to reduce the run time of exact GED methods using parallel
and distributed fashions. To go one step further and to be able to match larger graphs with better quality, we
also propose parallel and distributed GED algorithms. We speed up the computations of DF by proposing a
multi-threaded algorithm, referred to as PDFS, with an efficient load balancing strategy [16]. In PDFS, each
thread gets one or more partial edit paths and all threads solve their assigned edit paths in a fully parallel
manner. A work stealing process is performed whenever a thread finishes all its assigned threads. Moreover,
synchronization is applied in order to ensure the upper bound coherence. PDFS has a bottleneck since that it
cannot be run on several machines. To cope with this problem, a distributed version can be of great interest
so as to scale up and to match larger graphs. We propose an exact GED algorithm, referred to as D-DF. This
algorithm is implemented on the top of Hadoop [15] with a message passing tool [7]. D-DF starts with a
preprocessing step and the distribution of partial edit paths among workers. Each worker gets one partial edit
path and all workers solve their assigned edit paths in a fully distributed manner. In addition, a notification
process is integrated. When any worker finds a better upper bound, it notifies the master to share the new upper
bound with all workers.
In the literature, error-tolerant GM methods have often been evaluated in a classification context and less
deeply assessed in terms of the accuracy of the found solution when scaling up to match large graphs [12,
1, 4, 5, 3]. To evaluate the accuracy of error-tolerant GM methods, graph-level information is required at
matching level (i.e., matching quality and similarity deviation) and not only at class level. In this thesis, a
performance evaluation tool for GED methods is proposed. This contribution consists of two parts: First, we
propose a graph database repository, called GDR4GED, dedicated to scalability. GDR4GED is annotated with
graph-level information like graph edit distances and their matching correspondences for some representative
graph databases [10, 1]. Since we are interested in testing the scalability of GM methods, we divide the
selected datasets into subsets; each of which represents graphs that have the same number of vertices. Second,
new metrics have been put forward to characterize GED methods by evaluating the matching correspondences
as well as the distance between each pair of graphs. Because of the high complexity of GED methods, we
propose evaluating them under time and memory constraints. The aim of this contribution is to make GED
methods better comparable against each other and to provide information about their applicability on real-
world problems. For that reason, we highly encourage the community not only to use the information provided
in GDR4GED, but also to integrate their algorithms’ answers when obtaining more accurate results.
To evaluate ADF, PDFS and D-DF, we compared them to both exact and approximate GED approaches,
using the datasets proposed in GDR4GED under soft and hard time constraints. Soft constraints are devoted to
accuracy tests while hard constraints are devoted to speed tests. Results showed that under soft time constraints
PDFS and D-DF had the minimum deviation and matching dissimilarity. Both of them explored more nodes
than ADF in parallel and distributed fashions and thus helped in speeding up the exploration of the search tree.
As for the tests under hard time constraints, PDFS was among the slowest algorithms, however, it was always
the most precise one.
In the experiments of anytime GED, we focused on both the deviation when varying the timeout and the
minimal time needed by the algorithm to get a first solution on different graph datasets. Results showed that
there is a trade-off between time and quality. Even if the fast bipartite GM [13] and the bipartite GM [8] were
faster when graphs were sparser; ADF was faster when graphs were denser. It is remarkable that anytime
algorithms are also effective when we accept some additional time that grantees better solutions to be found.
This thesis brings into question the usual evidences saying that it is impossible to use exact error-tolerant GM
methods in real-world applications when matching large graphs, or even in a classification context. However,
we argue and show that a new type of GM, referred to as anytime methods, can be successful in a graph-
level context as well as a classification one. the anytime videos, the pseudo-codes and the publications re-
lated to the thesis are publicly available at: http://www.rfai.li.univ-tours.fr/PagesPerso/
zabuaisheh/home.html. The thesis is also publicly available at: http://www.rfai.li.univ-tours.
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